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BACKGROUND HISTORY
(1) PROBLEMS OF PINDAYA TOWNSHIP AT 2011

- Service Utilization – low
- Human Resources – Limited
- Limitation of supply and logistic management
- Community participation – poor
CAUSES OF THE PROBLEMS

- Service Utilization (management, leadership, communication skills)
- Human Resources (limited doctors, MWs have to cover 15-21 villages)
- Limitation of supply and logistic management (Budget constraints)
- Community Participations (leadership, lack of community motivation activity)

1. Solving the problem of service utilization
In the rainy season, the roads are slippery with mud. The immunization Team climb down from the village with difficulty.

THE ROAD TO MAE NAE MOUNTAIN (6000 FEET HIGH ABOVE THE SEA LEVEL)
A MOBILE TEAM IN THE JUNGLE (PINDAYA)

During 4 years, Pindaya Township Health Department made 161 touring to reach every village. This is one of the trip in the Jungle.

THE ROADS ARE ROUGH AND TOUGH, THERE IS ONLY THING WE HAVE, THAT IS “LOVE”.
A DOCTOR IN THE JUNGLE

A DOCTOR IN THE JUNGLE.
A MOBILE TEAM IN PINDAYA

PINDAYA HOSPITAL IN-PATIENT WARD
(FREE WIFI, SKYNET SERVICE, BOOKSHELVES, STEEL BEDSTEAD AND SOFA MATTRESS)
During 4 years,
touring - 161 villages
Health Talk to - 26118 people
FOC Rx to - 26883 people

2. Solving the problems of human resources (foundation of Health Network)
Auxiliary Midwife Training in Pindaya

YIC of Mine Inn Sub-centre
Village Library and Village Clinics

Monthly Meeting with BHSs and AMWs
3. Solving the Problem of Limitation of Supply and Logistic Management

Interview with Media
AMBULANCE FOR PINDAYA HOSPITAL

THE TOTAL COSTS FOR DONATED ITEMS IN FOUR YEARS IS 2346 LAKHS.
4. Solving the problem of Community participation (Foundation of Social Network) (Se-ta-nar-mon)
WHAT WE DO IN PINDAYA

- Founding the branches of social Network (one social group in one village tract)
- Blood Donation Services
- Carrying the patients from their homes to the hospital and then, hospital to their homes
- Funeral services
- Health talk
- Literature Talk
- Maintaining the environment (Talk, Plantation)

WHAT WE DO IN PINDAYA

- Building the primary schools
- Making tube wells in water scanty villages
- Building the village libraries
- Making the roads in hard-to-reach villages
- Founding the home for the elderly
ONE WATER SOURCE OF SE-TA-NAR-MON

VILLAGE LIBRARY IN THEIN GONE VILLAGE
Health talk in Taung Yoe village
RESULTS.

% OF AN COVERAGE BY MWS

Percentage of AN coverage by MWs

AN care coverage by MWs

- 2008: 78.9
- 2009: 82
- 2010: 85
- 2011: 98.9
- 2012: 101
- 2013: 95
- 2014: 97.3
**Hospital Patient Condition**

![Hospital Patient Condition Chart]

**Everyone Participating Health System in Pindaya**

- Two main networks
- (health network and social network)
- Linked in different areas, such as patient transportation, information sharing, blood donation and others social activities.
Thank you for your attention